Thank you for visiting That Fun Reading Teacher!

Please stay in touch!

FEEDBACK, T.O.U., UPDATES, & CREDITS:
Thank you to each and every one of you who leaves feedback. (Did you know leaving feedback on your
purchases earns you TpT credit?!) Follow me on TpT to be notified when new products are added. All
new products are discounted for the first 24hrs! Follow me on social media & my blog for tips,
resources, links & news about updates, early lit, social / emotional education, promo and TpT!
TERMS OF USE: ©ThatFunTeacher2020 All rights reserved. Purchase/download of this product
entitles the purchaser the right to reproduce the pages in limited quantities for single classroom
use only. Duplication for an entire school, an entire school system or commercial purposes is
strictly forbidden without written permission from the publisher.

Copying any part of this product and placing it on the internet in any form (even a personal /
classroom website) is strictly forbidden and is a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act
(DMCA). These items can be picked up in a google search and then shared worldwide for free.
You may: 1) Use this item for personal / student use in a single classroom, 2) Purchase licenses
at a significant discount for others to use this resource (when applicable) 3) Use this resource
(and download updated versions) for years to come! You may not: 1) Give this to your friends or
colleagues, 2) Copy this for use by others, 3) Post this item on a website for download (including
personal, district and public websites), 4) Post this item or any like copy for sale or for free.
Thank you for respecting my work!

RELATED FREEBIE!

My bins did not hold up,
but the Eggo boxes do!

Call for boxes!
Hello everyone!
We are looking for cardboard boxes to use in our
classroom, specifically of the type checked off on
the list below at this time. Please spread the word
that we appreciate donations! Thank you!
❑ smart phone boxes (i.e. iPhone, Samsung)
❑ tablet boxes (i.e. iPad, Chromebook)
❑ Boxes strong enough to house books
(i.e. Eggo waffle 48 count box)
❑ good quality boxes from electronics, greeting
card sets (esp. those with lids or doors attached!)
❑ sturdy cube shaped courier or cup / mug boxes
❑ adult shoe boxes
❑ large boxes (i.e. coffee table, patio cushions size)
❑ other:
The best way to get the boxes to us is to:
Thank you so much for supporting our program!
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